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Executive Summary
Poor data quality costs businesses millions of dollars every year. Depending on which analyst 

survey you read, the direct cost of poor data quality is between $9.0 million and $15.0 million per 

year. The business impact of poor data quality ranges from day-to-day failures—such as poor 

customer service, inefficient marketing processes and supply chain errors—to major operational 

failures, such as breakdowns in customer and product hubs or failed digital transformation 

initiatives. And the costs are not only financial—it can lead to loss of reputation and assessing 

risk inaccurately.

It is difficult to prevent bad data from entering the business—and difficult to prevent it from 

propagating as it moves throughout the business from application to application. When 

organizations attempt to address the problem, the response is often tactical in nature and 

departmental in scope—and, inevitably, unsustainable.

To stem the losses and risks caused by bad data quality, organizations need to establish and 

invest in the people, processes and infrastructure necessary to ensure that relevant, trusted data 

can be delivered to the business when, where and how it’s needed.  

The most effective business leaders today recognize the role of data governance in their 

digital transformation efforts. These include critical initiatives such as accelerating customer 

centricity to increase customer loyalty and revenue, driving new productivity savings from legacy 

processes and systems, generating market-shaping insights from big data and analytics, or 

moving workloads to the cloud to reduce TCO and improve security. 

This white paper takes a look at the challenges and obstacles to delivering data quality for 

everyone, everywhere today. It outlines new ways that your organization can overcome those 

obstacles and discusses the value of extending data quality to include all stakeholders, all data 

domains and all applications. 
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1  https://storage.googleapis.com/pub-tools-public-publication-data/pdf/0d556e45afc54afeb2eb6b51a9bc1827b9961ff4.pdf
2  McKinsey Digital, Reducing data costs without jeopardizing growth, July 31, 2020, David Grande, Jorge Machado,  

Bryan Petzold, and Marcus Roth

The Business Case for Data Quality
The most effective business leaders today recognize the role of high-quality, trusted data in 

their digital transformation efforts. However, a survey conducted by McKinsey reported that 

employee’s productivity can be reduced by 30 percent and for analytics teams this can be as high 

as 50 percent because of poor data quality and availability.2 And, as organizations increase the 

number of operational units, customers, products and partners and become more geographically 

dispersed, data quality problems become more pervasive — leading to poor customer experience, 

lost opportunities and failure to comply with regulations. 

As more and more studies are published, the business case for data quality is becoming 

self-evident. Companies that invest in data quality are seeing the benefits: They have greater 

confidence in their systems, spend less time reconciling data and are able to deliver a single 

version of the truth, increasing customer satisfaction and reducing costs. These companies 

are able to take advantage of their data assets to work faster, better and smarter to beat the 

competition. Let’s look at some real-life examples:

• AvisBudget reduces business risk by profiling and govern telematics data from vehicle GPS and 

navigation systems and uncover any data quality issues early

• AXA attains profitable growth by identifying cross-sell and upsell opportunities for brokers and 

partners to sell more insurance products to existing customer base

• Citrix achieved 50% increase in quality of data at the point of entry and a 50% reduction in the 

rate of junk and duplicate data

• Elkjøp reduced time to market by up to 60% by decreasing time to onboard new online product 

information from several hours to only a few minutes

• National Health Plan reduced duplicate patient records by 86%,  enabling staff to spend 

more time analyzing and using patient data instead of extracting, merging, validating and 

cleansing data

“Data quality carries an 
elevated significance 
in high-stakes AI due 
to its heightened 
downstream impact, 
impacting predictions 
like cancer detection, 
wildlife poaching and 
loan allocations.”1

— Google Research (2021)
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The Challenges of Implementing Data Quality Across the Enterprise
All organizations have data quality issues. As departmental barriers are removed and data moves 

between applications, data quality issues are often exposed for the first time. 

The costs of data quality problems are high. Confidence and trust in data—and in the systems 

that contain the data—erode as business users get frustrated with incomplete, inconsistent and 

inaccurate data. Poor-quality data can result in all kinds of costly problems such as project and 

reporting delays, missed targets, process errors, compliance issues and dissatisfied customers. 

As data requirements expand beyond customer data and become more real time and as data is 

shared with users outside the firewall, the potential for data quality problems only increases. 

The business can’t solve data quality problems on its own. Line-of-business managers, business 

analysts and data stewards need the appropriate tools and processes during the data lifecycle. 

And IT often cannot respond within the time frames the business requires. 

In response, individual departments and business units frequently implement their own data 

quality projects. While these projects may solve an immediate problem or meet an urgent need, 

this one-off approach has larger implications. These individual projects aren’t part of an overall 

strategy to improve data quality across the enterprise. Any data quality rules, or artifacts created 

for an individual project can’t be reused for other projects or applications.

Data Quality Needs to Be Everywhere
It’s no longer sufficient to have one or two tactical data quality initiatives. As data volumes 

grow, as data requirements increase and as data flows via new channels, data quality must be 

addressed at an enterprise level. Data quality must become pervasive.

For data quality to become pervasive:

• More people need to be involved in data quality processes. Data quality needs to be an 

enterprise-wide endeavor. Everyone — including line-of-business managers, data stewards, 

analysts and IT developers — needs to be empowered with the tools they need to take 

responsibility for the data.

• There needs to be a clear understanding of the negative impact that poor data quality has on 

your business. Everyone in your organization needs to recognize your data as its most critical 

business asset. And with this understanding of the value of your data, the business needs to 

become actively involved in (and accountable for) ensuring its quality.

• Data quality needs to extend to all domains and landscapes. Data quality must go beyond name 

and address to include all data domains such as product, financial and asset data. 

• Common data quality rules need to be deployed to all applications. Low-quality data must be 

proactively prevented from entering the organization or cleansed data using data services.

• Data quality scorecards need to be published and shared. The entire organization needs to 

monitor and measure data quality across all projects, processes and applications.

Implementing data quality for “Everyone, Everywhere” means establishing the organization, 

processes and infrastructure necessary to:

• Empower all stakeholders

• Support all data domains and landscape

• Access and deploy common data quality rules to any data, in any source, anywhere

Without a consistent, 
comprehensive way to 
manage data quality 
across the enterprise, 
bad data continues to 
propagate. Confidence 
in data continues to 
erode. Costs continue 
to rise.  
 
Your business  
remains at risk.
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Why Data Quality Does Not Extend to Everyone, Everywhere Today
If your organization is like most, you know you have data quality issues everywhere. You’re 

tackling them in an ad hoc way because it’s hard to pinpoint where the problems are and where 

they originate. You don’t know where to start. But you do know it’s difficult to fix them. 

You don’t have the right tools to engage all the stakeholders who need to be involved. You 

aren’t able to cleanse multiple data domains or data in all country locales and languages. And 

you can’t access all the data sources you need to cleanse or prevent bad data from entering 

applications daily. 

Let’s take a closer look at these obstacles.

Lack of Tools

Traditionally, only IT developers have been involved in data quality projects using code or tools to 

build rules. But data quality is not just an IT problem — it’s also a business problem and requires 

business ownership and knowledge to solve it. But the business isn’t equipped with the right tools 

necessary to do anything about it. Key stakeholders don’t have the tools they need to be involved 

in data quality processes.

Data stewards and business analysts — the people responsible for data within applications or 

processes — typically have generic or custom-built tools that are ill equipped to manage multiple 

datatypes or to support the wide range of projects where data quality is a key part of the solution. 

They rely heavily on IT to access data, make changes to rules, update reference data and pull 

reports. All these activities take time and introduce delays. For example, a data steward typically 

runs some macros or code in a spreadsheet or database to test the data for data quality errors. 

If the steward finds issues, he makes notes and emails the notes to IT to specify what needs to 

change. Next month he does the same thing. Nobody is completely happy with or confident in the 

process. It’s too long, too inefficient and not scalable. 

Line-of-business managers, who are most directly affected by poor data quality, also lack the 

tools they need to participate in improving data quality. They aren’t aware of the business impact 

of poor-quality data on their processes and applications and can’t accelerate resolution. While 

they may be willing to take responsibility for data quality, without the tools they need, the business 

remains frustrated and on the sidelines.

Limited Domains

Traditionally, data quality deployments have been focused on customer data-related processes in 

marketing, sales and billing. Data quality products were limited to name and address data. 

However, the business impact of poor data quality in other domains — such as product, financial, 

IoT and asset data — is significant. Retrofitting these traditional data quality tools to address 

customer, product, finance, asset, location, IoT and partner data is difficult. 
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And given the global nature of today’s business environment, data quality tools need to provide 

global coverage in data matching, cleansing, verification and data enrichment for all countries and 

locales. If data quality tools can only address customer data within specific geographies, they will 

not deliver full return on investment. Their limited scope of capabilities will hinder global customer 

service and operational efficiency initiatives, such as single view of customer and master data 

management, which will continue to have a negative impact on the business.

Data Quality Firewall

Applications are driven by multiple data sources across flat files, unstructured and semi-

structured data, data warehouses, ERP systems, CRM applications and legacy mainframes, 

to name a few. Poor data quality enters the organization in multiple ways and flows from one 

application to another. 

The major source of corruption is at the point of data entry or data capture. A user can 

enter incomplete, inconsistent, nonstandard or duplicate data. Similarly, as applications are 

modernized, the data that is migrated to the new application typically does not go through a 

data profiling process to understand the structure and quality of the data; a data quality process 

to standardize and cleanse the data; or a data enrichment process to increase the usability and 

value of the data. While some applications have adequate controls in place, most do not prevent 

bad data from entering the systems. There is no process for implementing common data quality 

standards across all applications. Data quality rules may be implemented for departmental 

applications, but the rules can’t be reused or scaled across the enterprise. Without a way to reuse 

data quality rules across multiple applications and multiple projects, there is no way of protecting 

all your applications from being polluted by poor data quality.

Data Governance

Developing and launching a data governance program to support compliance initiatives and 

accelerate data-driven digital transformation is no small feat. The scale and complexity of 

today’s data environments make it difficult or impossible to achieve with manual processes. 

Data professionals need a solution that automatically discovers what data the organization has, 

where and how that data is used and whether it can be trusted. However, knowing where to start 

— which projects to focus on, what budget to go after and who to work with — is perhaps the 

greatest challenge of all.

Data Literacy

A study recently commissioned by Accenture and Qlik revealed only 32% of companies reported 

being able to realize tangible and measurable value from data. One of the causes cited was the 

individual not truly understanding data or its potential.

Turning data into value requires the ability to understand data in context, where did it come from, 

is it fit for purpose, can the data be trusted, how it flows through your data pipelines — while 

having the necessary skills to shape the data into a usable format and communicating actionable 

insights. The symbiotic relationship between business and IT requires business leaders to 

enhance their data literacy skills and data leaders to improve their business acumen.
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Delivering Data Quality for Everyone, Everywhere
Given the financial and reputational impact of poor data quality, there is a clear incentive for your 

organization to expand data quality across all stakeholders, all data domains, all landscapes, all 

applications and all geographies. 

There are five key takeaways that you can help drive data quality throughout your organization:

1. Understand the impact of poor data quality and continue to measure and monitor it

2. Empower all stakeholders to participate in data quality processes

3. Ensure confidence and trust across all data domains and for all purposes

4. Deploy reusable data quality rules across all business applications

5. Leverage an intelligent data management cloud platform

Understand the Impact of Poor Data Quality and Continue to Measure and Monitor It

To keep poor data quality from costing your company customers and competitive advantage, you 

need to identify, resolve and prevent data quality problems — wherever they are. 

The first step is to profile your data to uncover and understand its anomalies and hidden 

relationships, regardless of the complexity of the data itself or of the relationships between data 

sources. With a complete (and completely accurate) picture of your data’s content, quality and 

structure, you can understand the impact of poor data quality on your business and quickly take 

corrective action.

But finding and fixing data quality problems is not a one-time project. You need to continuously 

measure and monitor data quality. Line-of-business managers, business analysts and data 

stewards need appropriate tools to enable them to define data rules, track and monitor data 

quality trends and publish and share data quality metrics themselves. By involving all the right 

people in understanding, measuring, monitoring and ultimately improving data quality, your 

company can build long-term, sustainable data quality processes — so you can trust all your data.

Empower All Stakeholders to Participate in Data Quality Processes

Different users have different needs when working with the quality of their data. Business users 

frequently focus on analyzing data, while developers and architects need tools to help them 

define rules. But just as users need to collaborate, tools also need to work together to help that 

same team meet its goals.

Architects and developers need highly productive development tools. Data profiling, data 

cleansing and data integration functionality should be unified, so they can rapidly develop, 

optimize, deploy and manage centralized data quality services that can be reused across all 

applications and data management projects.

Line-of-business managers, data stewards and data analysts need self-service capabilities so 

they can quickly identify and resolve data quality issues without any additional IT coding or 

development. And as business users become technically savvy, they also need to specify, validate 

and test re-usable data quality rules in a streamlined and collaborative environment.
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Ensure Confidence and Trust Across All Data Domains and for All Purposes

Prebuilt rules for address cleansing and customer matching generate immediate, tangible value. 

These rules are possible because customer data formats and reference data that use postal 

address formats and lists of common derivations/abbreviations have become standardized 

around the world. The ability to extend these rules and processes for additional projects 

that benefit from the improvement in customer data is critical. This reuse results in greater 

consistency and faster time to value for new projects. But customer data is not enough. 

For data domains where no global standards exist (e.g., product data, financial data and asset 

data), you need an effective way to implement data quality using custom rules and company-

specific reference data. You need a platform that provides the configurability and flexibility 

necessary to build and maintain custom rules.

Deploy Reusable Data Quality Rules Across All Business Applications

Historically, business applications include logic to support data quality (e.g., a customer name 

field expects a name, a date of birth field expects a date, a car registration number field expects a 

mix of alphanumeric characters). Because these rules are embedded into an application, they are 

often not documented, cannot be reconfigured and as a result, cannot keep pace with changing 

business requirements. These factors make it nearly impossible to manage data quality or 

implement data governance across the organization.

The solution is to abstract the rules from the application, manage data quality rules centrally 

and reuse the same rules across all applications. For this approach to work efficiently, rules 

need to be built independently of any one application. In this way, the same rules can be used 

for customer data in the marketing system or the billing system, or the planning system and the 

MDM application. Each business application can request domain-specific rules to be applied 

where they are needed (e.g., as data is being entered into a form or as a batch process). These 

reusable rules are called data quality services. These data quality services are made possible by 

leveraging capabilities unique to data integration technology: access to all sources, the ability to 

build and share rules and reference data independent of any physical source and the ability to 

support multiple requests and guarantee the results within set response times. The most typical 

data quality services include profiling, cleansing, standardization, address validation, matching and 

monitoring services.
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Leverage an Intelligent Data Platform

The best and most cost-effective way to deliver data quality for everyone everywhere is to 

leverage an intelligent data management cloud platform. An intelligent data platform provides a 

single environment for data profiling and data cleansing, with one set of reusable rules and tools 

for managing data quality:

• In all applications

• For all data domains

• Across all countries and languages

• For all data integration projects

With an intelligent data platform, IT organizations can build, centrally manage and rapidly deploy 

reusable data quality rules. These rules can be reused across all data integration projects to 

significantly reduce costs.

An intelligent data management cloud platform supplies a set of collaborative features and a 

common set of rules and metadata that can be shared across the enterprise. As a result, business 

and IT staff can work more efficiently together to design and implement the data rules necessary 

to meet the business’s needs, in days rather than months. An intelligent data management cloud 

platform that provides universal connectivity to all data sources — whether on premises, with 

partners or in the cloud — and offers unified data profiling and cleansing capabilities is the ideal 

infrastructure for delivering pervasive data quality.

A Platform for Data Quality for Everyone, Everywhere
Informatica ensures that all key stakeholders in your organization can work together effectively 

to identify bad data and fix it faster. With the Informatica Intelligent Data Management Cloud™ 

platform, your organization can:

• Proactively cleanse the data for all applications and keep it clean

• Share in the responsibility for data quality and data governance

• Build confidence and trust in enterprise data

Self-Service Data Quality for Business Users

Informatica leverages our many years of experience working with customers to identify and 

resolve their data quality problems. Informatica Cloud Data Quality, which runs on Informatica 

Intelligent Cloud Services, is part of the Intelligent Data Management Cloud so you can quickly 

identify and resolve data quality issues without any additional IT coding or development. As 

a result, you can leverage its security, reliability and backup so you can focus on operational 

excellence instead of investing in additional infrastructure. Business users can readily specify, 

validate and test re-usable data quality rules in a streamlined and collaborative environment.

Increase ROI by reusing 
one data quality 
platform for all data 
domains, sources and 
landscapes.
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Manage the Entire Data Quality Process

You can manage the entire data quality process with Informatica Cloud Data Quality, no matter 

the size of your organization, the location of your operations or the types and volumes of data. 

Whether your business initiative is centered on working with customer or third-party data, product 

or supplier data, transaction data or data from IoT devices, Informatica Cloud Data Quality will 

ensure that you can trust the quality of your data.

Rich Set of Data Quality Transformations and Universal Connectivity

Informatica Cloud Data Quality provides comprehensive and modular support for all data and all 

use cases, whether you’re focused on a small project or a complex, cross-enterprise initiative. You 

can deliver trusted customer, product, financial or asset data to any data integration, master data 

management (MDM) or data governance project. It features standardization, matching, worldwide 

address cleansing and versatile data quality management for all project types.

Conclusion
It’s time to find and fix the data quality problems — wherever they are — that cost your company 

millions. Data quality is not limited to a single department, project, application, domain or 

geography. The responsibility for keeping data clean is everyone’s to share. Your company needs 

to extend data quality to all stakeholders, all projects and all applications, so your company can 

trust all its data, for all its needs, all the time.

Armed with data that you can trust, your company can attract and retain valuable 

customers, eliminate costly operational errors and delays, innovate faster and make smarter 

business decisions.

Learn More
For more information about Informatica Data Quality solutions, visit: 

https://www.informatica.com/products/data-quality.html
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